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Exploring Research Needs for Sustainable Water Resources 
Roundtable Discussion concerning Water Policy/ Law/ Ethics 
David Urban, Land and Water Resources, Inc.  

 
Water Policy and the Great Lakes  
 
The main point of this discussion is-  

Market-based solutions can effectively help sustain water resources in 
the Great Lakes Basin by improving distribution, allocation and 
ecosystem health.  

 
I will first discuss three different views of environmental protection, and 
then show how these views are embodied in water resource policy. I will 
then present a case study of how these different views have worked in 
Federal wetland policy. I will then discuss how these different views are 
working out in state water policy on Great Lakes Water. Finally I will argue 
that the states in Great Lakes water policy need to support market based 
solutions to sustain water resources and ecosystem health. 

 
Three Approaches to Water Policy 

 
 “Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each 
pursuing his own best interest in a society which believes in the 
freedom of the commons” – Garrett Hardin in “The Tragedy of 
the Commons”  

 
Although one can argue whether or not we have reached the point of ruin of 
the Great Lakes in particular and the environment in general, the debate 
about how to protect the environment has been going on in this country for 
many years. John Muir and Henry Thoreau were the forefathers of a 
preservationist view of the environment. This view held that human action 
degraded the environment. Many in the environmental movement today hold 
this view of the human relation to the environment and take action to protect 
and preserve from this philosophy. This view believes that education of the 
population about environmental benefits and good will leads to protection of 
the environment. I will call this view the Preservationist view. 
 
Others such as Garrett Hardin and Lester Brown view the abuse of the 
environment as a result of viewing the environment as part of the commons 
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which can be used for “free”. When the water, air and land are held in 
commons, then each person attempts to maximize the value they can obtain 
from that piece of the environment irrespective of how others are using it. 
This view argues that the environment should be viewed as a “commodity” 
for purposes of environmental protection and sustainability. I will call this 
view the Hardinian view.  
 
A third view calls for no restraint on the use of environmental resources. I 
will call this view the Commonist view. While often self-described as a 
“Free Market” view, the Commonist agenda is really a commitment to a 
“Free Lunch.”  
 
These three views are based ultimately on the competing views of the state 
of humans- the Erasmus view that humans are basically good or Luther and 
Calvin’s view of man as basically corrupt.  
 
The result of these competing views of the environmental protection has lead 
to three different approaches to environmental and natural resource policy. 
The Preservationist view first tries to educate the world about the benefits of 
the environment, and expects that humankind will voluntarily stop 
environment degradation. When this doesn’t occur, the Preservationist 
attempts to restrain human use of the environment. This has lead to the 
creation of nature preserves, and attempts in the Great Lakes to stop all 
additional withdraws of water from the Great Lakes.  
 
The Hardinian View calls for an enclosure of the commons, which is the 
allocation of the various natural resources such as water to entities who will 
take responsibility for the care and use of that resource. When allocation 
takes place, without subsidy, the true value of the resource is identified.   
 
The Commonist view argues that one should continue operating the way one 
has always been operating.  

 
Current Water Policy in the United States   
 
Currently, the Midwest and Eastern states work under a “commons” system 
of water management for both surface and groundwater. This regional 
approach to water rests upon the reality that states east of the Mississippi 
have traditionally been blessed with an abundance of water.  Under this 
regime, property owners can use the water that flows through their land 
without worry or constraint, as long as the downstream user is not adversely 
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affected by the upstream use. In addition, groundwater has traditionally been 
viewed as separate from surface water, and freely available to any who drill 
for it.  
 
In the Western states where the climate is generally arid and water is scarce, 
the “allocation method” of water management dominates. A whole history of 
case law and precedent has decided who is allowed to use the water and for 
what capacity.   
 
While many argue that western water law has neglected the environment, the 
theory and practice of ownership of every drop of water in the west can 
allow a system where the environment can be maintained in a healthy state, 
if a fair, transparent market backed by fair, transparent laws, is allowed to 
emerge.  I argue that the insertion of artificial demands and price support for 
various interests, backed by government sanctioned manipulation and lack 
of transparency, is what has caused the decline of the environment in the 
west.  

 
Current state of Water Policy in the Great Lakes  
 
In 1999, the Ontario based NOVA group applied for a permit to divert water 
from the Great Lakes and ship it by tanker to “Asia.” The NOVA group was 
taking advantage of the commons view of Great Lakes water, and attempting 
to solve the shortage of water in another part of the world, and make money 
doing so. This was no different than the multitude of public and private 
water supply entities which take advantage of the commons view of Great 
Lakes water. These other private and public water supply entities take the 
water for free and sell it to others, or freely use it in manufacturing 
processes, and make money during the process. What captured public 
attention, fear and trembling was that the NOVA group was attempting to 
move water in a novel (for the Great Lakes) method and to a novel location.  
 
The action by NOVA led to an outcry by many people. The Preservationist 
environmentalists called for the protection of the Great Lakes and pushed for 
no comodification of the water even though water has been treated like a 
commodity for years. The traditional “Commonist” entities like industrial 
and public water supply users called for the free use of Great Lakes water, 
but only for entities within the Great Lakes.  
 
The Governors and Premiers of the Great Lakes States, who had previously 
agreed to work together under the aegis of the “Great Lakes Charter” started 
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working on regulations to control the use of Great Lakes water. In 2001 they 
signed the Great Lakes Charter Annex in which they agreed to create 
regulations by 2004 for the use of Great Lakes water. Draft regulations were 
promulgated in late 2004 and over 10,000 different groups and individuals 
commented on the draft regulations. The groups were divided between the 
differing viewpoints on how to handle Great Lakes water. As a result the 
Water Working Group, which is made up of representatives of each state 
which borders the Great Lakes is reworking the regulations and will publish 
a re draft in summer of 2005. 
 
In addition to these efforts, other regulations and treaties have a play in 
Great Lakes water use. The Federal government in the 1986 Water Resource 
Development Act delegated to the states the power to agree on water 
diversions, even though the Great Lakes should fall under federal purview 
due to the Commerce Clause of the Constitution. International trade laws, 
such as GATT, also have legal implications as to what can and cannot be 
done with Great Lakes water.  
 
The Great Lakes are at a point where many people are wrestling with how to 
rework environmental water policy. There are many other entities besides 
the NOVA group who want to use Great Lakes water. Many communities 
just outside the basin are facing depletion of their water resources which 
often are derived from groundwater.  

 
Wetland Case Study 
 
I am going to discuss another water policy which is in effect, the policy on 
wetlands, and show how a Hardinian view can make a positive impact on 
water policy. I hope to use this case study to show how this view can make a 
positive impact on Great Lakes water policy.  

 
Many studies have been conducted which demonstrated that wetlands are 
important for not only wildlife but for humans. Wetlands act as nature’s 
kidneys, cleaning the water, and act as flood storage to prevent flooding. 
Other studies demonstrated the amount of wetland lost over the centuries 
since European immigration changed the landscape. The loss became so 
noticeable that various groups pushed to either prohibit or regulate the fill of 
wetlands and waters. Ultimately a balance was reached between those who 
wanted to prohibit the fill and those who wanted to keep the commons open.  
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The Federal government regulates the placement of pollution, including fill 
into “waters of the United States” under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 
and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. “Waters of the United States” 
have been defined by various courts and Congress to include “wetlands” To 
fill “waters” one must obtain a permit from the US Army Corps of 
Engineers. For many years the Corps only regulated the placement of fill in 
navigable channels under Section 10,  that is where commercial navigation 
occurred. When Section 404was passed in the mid 1970s the Corps extended 
the jurisdictional reach and took over placement of fill within waters which 
flowed into navigable channels. Then through court action, the Corps 
extended the reach into wetlands adjacent to channels. In the late 1980’s one 
could fill up to 10 acres of wetland with little or no permitting. By the mid 
1990’s the limit was 1 acre, then 0.25 acres and  now in the Chicago District, 
the limit  is 0.1 acre of wetland can be filled without extensive permitting.  
 
The Commonists argued that wetlands were tied to land ownership, and that 
one should be able to do what one wanted on one’s own land. The 
Preservationists argued that no wetlands could be filled. They were 
instrumental in getting a sequencing policy created: “Avoid, minimize, and 
then mitigate” The idea was that someone who wanted to fill a wetland 
should prove that they could not avoid the wetland to get a permit. If they 
could not prove the need, they should not be able to obtain a permit. If they 
could prove a need, they should minimize the impact to the wetland. Only 
after avoiding or minimizing, should an entity be allowed to fill. If they 
needed to fill, they should mitigate for the loss, preferably on the same site 
as the fill.  
 
What developed over years was a patchwork of small disconnected wetlands 
spread out  in the midst of suburban land use with degraded ecosystem 
functions. Wetlands which were being created onsite were being created by 
developers with no incentive to create high quality ecosystems. In addition 
the regulatory authorities were overwhelmed with the responsibility of 
working through the sequencing process and determining if the mitigation 
was acceptable.  This command and control approach to wetland mitigation 
resulted in a failure to protect the resource.  
 
In the early 1990’s groups of environmental entrepreneurs and regulators 
looked at the failure of the system to protect the environment and tried a 
market approach to wetland policy. The approach was to let private and 
governmental entities to restore and create large scale wetlands which could 
be used for mitigation. An entity which desired to fill in wetlands could pay 
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the wetland mitigation entity a fee to take over responsibility for the 
mitigation requirements which the agencies demanded. A series of economic 
and ecosystem controls were put into place to ensure that these wetland 
mitigation areas were functioning.  
 
As a result of this approach, called wetland mitigation banking, developers 
have been freed to do what they do best, and large scale landscapes are 
restored for ecosystem health.  
 
Problems still existing with the wetland mitigation banking system. Many of 
the regulatory agencies are not actively enforcing to the extent possible the 
filling of wetlands. There is still is a belief that no wetlands should be filled 
and that there is no way mitigation can ecologically function the same as a 
natural wetland. The system still retains vestiges of a “command and 
control” ideology. None the less, more and more both regulatory agencies 
and those concerned with the health of the environment are seeing the 
benefits of the system, which result in the aggregation of large parcels of 
land preserved and enhanced, while allowing the use of other lands for other 
purposes.  

 
Implications for future Water Policy.  
 
I believe that the most sustainable approach to supporting both human use 
and ecosystems is through a regulated market mechanism. We are facing a 
world where the commons (that is water resources) needs to be enclosed. We 
have the lessons, both good and bad of western water policy and of the 
wetland mitigation world which can guide us in the formation of this new 
policy.  
 
I do not believe that either the Preservationist view or the Commonist view 
of the environment is sustainable.  
  
Our operating assumption is that regulatory drivers and a set of constraints 
are necessary to create and structure supply and demand for sustainable 
projects. A market-based system requires an assignment and guarantee of 
“value” for the market to succeed. This value can be established by one off 
trades between two parties, but to make the work sustainable, a regulatory 
framework which establishes what the asset is, must be created.  Justice 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., emphasized the essential role of government in 
creating “property,” whether real or intellectual. Absent governmental action 
to create and secure property interests in ideas, objects, processes and 
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functions, there may be a perceived “value,” but the value is not publicly 
secure, i.e., “property,” for those who create and use it. Once “property” is 
created, then “value” can be assigned to that property and it can be 
compared to and traded with other kinds of property with value.   
 
It is possible that without a regulatory driver, the only way that projects 
which improve the health of the Great Lakes ecosystem will occur will be 
through grants and government action, both of which are fragmented and 
subject to other competing needs, and arbitrary, changeable individual 
preferences. Sustainability requires greater durability and security. 
 
 



Toward A National Set ofToward A National Set of
Water SustainabilityWater Sustainability

IndicatorsIndicators

Sustainable Water Resources Sustainable Water Resources 
RoundtableRoundtable

Indicator Working GroupIndicator Working Group
April 6, 2005April 6, 2005



Purpose of Working GroupPurpose of Working Group

To develop a set of criteria and indicators To develop a set of criteria and indicators 
relevant to the sustainability of water relevant to the sustainability of water 
resources in the USresources in the US

Water use in South Florida supports agriculture, 
Everglades habitats, Miami



Definition of IndicatorsDefinition of Indicators

Performance measures that aggregate Performance measures that aggregate 
information into useable forms information into useable forms 

Routinely published statistical measures of Routinely published statistical measures of 
natural or socionatural or socio--economic phenomenaeconomic phenomena



Example: Trends in Total US Water Example: Trends in Total US Water 
Withdrawals, 1950Withdrawals, 1950--20002000



Why Develop Indicators? Why Develop Indicators? 

To affect the way decisions are made To affect the way decisions are made 
over timeover time

To improve information flow To improve information flow 
((““chatterchatter””) in the many forms in which ) in the many forms in which 
it is exchangedit is exchanged



A National Set of Indicators A National Set of Indicators 
Should BeShould Be

ComprehensiveComprehensive
Well organizedWell organized
ValidValid
TrustedTrusted
Routinely reportedRoutinely reported
AccessibleAccessible
Easy to interpret into understandable Easy to interpret into understandable 
storiesstories



Phase 1: Develop a Conceptual Phase 1: Develop a Conceptual 
Framework for Selection of Criteria Framework for Selection of Criteria 

and Indicatorsand Indicators



General Systems PerspectiveGeneral Systems Perspective



Capital MaintenanceCapital Maintenance

Achieve sustainability by maintaining the Achieve sustainability by maintaining the 
capacity of natural, social, and economic capacity of natural, social, and economic 
capital to meet human and noncapital to meet human and non--human human 
needsneeds

Capital: The capacity to produce a flow of Capital: The capacity to produce a flow of 
value over an extended timevalue over an extended time



Information ConceptsInformation Concepts



Phase 2: Develop a Phase 2: Develop a 
Comprehensive Set Comprehensive Set 

of Criteria and Indicatorsof Criteria and Indicators



Economic System CriteriaEconomic System Criteria

Capacity to make water of appropriate Capacity to make water of appropriate 
quality and quantity available for human quality and quantity available for human 
usesuses

Economic well being resulting from use of Economic well being resulting from use of 
water and affected land resourceswater and affected land resources



Economic System CriteriaEconomic System Criteria

Capacity to achieve economic value Capacity to achieve economic value 
resulting from the use of waterresulting from the use of water--related related 
ecological resourcesecological resources

Value of investments to maintain or Value of investments to maintain or 
enhance the quality and quantity of waterenhance the quality and quantity of water



Social System CriteriaSocial System Criteria

The social well being resulting from the The social well being resulting from the 
use of water and wateruse of water and water--related ecological related ecological 
resourcesresources

The social capacity for the management of The social capacity for the management of 
water and related land resources for water and related land resources for 
sustainability, including human health and sustainability, including human health and 
well beingwell being



Ecological System CriteriaEcological System Criteria

Capacity to make water of appropriate Capacity to make water of appropriate 
quality and quantity available to support quality and quantity available to support 
ecosystems at multiple spatial and ecosystems at multiple spatial and 
temporal scalestemporal scales

Integrity of waterIntegrity of water--dependent ecosystems dependent ecosystems 
at multiple spatial and temporal scalesat multiple spatial and temporal scales



Categories, SubCategories, Sub--Categories, and Categories, and 
Specific IndicatorsSpecific Indicators

Indicator categories and subIndicator categories and sub--categories categories 
identified within each of the Criteriaidentified within each of the Criteria

Nearly 400 indicators/measurements were Nearly 400 indicators/measurements were 
recommendedrecommended



Phase 3: Identify A Small Set of Phase 3: Identify A Small Set of 
Key IndicatorsKey Indicators

For a broad range of interestsFor a broad range of interests
To convey a general sense of the To convey a general sense of the 
sustainability of water resourcessustainability of water resources
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A Simpler Framework of Four General A Simpler Framework of Four General 
CategoriesCategories

WaterWater--resources capacities and their resources capacities and their 
allocation to different uses and functionsallocation to different uses and functions

The consequences of waterThe consequences of water--resources resources 
allocation, including human uses of water allocation, including human uses of water 
and waterand water--dependent resources and dependent resources and 
conditionsconditions



The effects of those consequences on The effects of those consequences on 
environmental and human conditionsenvironmental and human conditions

Key processes and driving forces that Key processes and driving forces that 
underlie these capacities, allocations, underlie these capacities, allocations, 
consequences, and effectsconsequences, and effects



Next StepsNext Steps

Complete a draft list of key indicatorsComplete a draft list of key indicators

Seek comments on this listSeek comments on this list

Prepare a report describing the indicators Prepare a report describing the indicators 
(by September 30)(by September 30)



Charge for Afternoon DiscussionsCharge for Afternoon Discussions

Scan draft list of indicators for relevance Scan draft list of indicators for relevance 
and clarityand clarity

Provide feedback on how the list could be Provide feedback on how the list could be 
improvedimproved



SWRR Workshop on Research Needs
Role of Renewable Resources

Laura Miner-Nordstrom
Photo source: Windmillers’ Gazette http://www.windmillersgazette.com/images/photo18.jpg



Overview

Energy-water and the role of renewables

DOE Lab Group 

DOE Wind Program

Research Needs



Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Overview

Graph source: USGS Circular 1268 March, 2004
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Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Resources

Northeast Offshore Wind San Joaquin Valley Solar
Texas Wind Desalination

Geothermal and Geopressured Resources

Yellow – Fair to Moderate
Red – Good to Excellent
Green - Geopressured



Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Thermoelectric

• Georgia Power Loses Bid to Draw Water from Chattahooche
– Miami Herald, February 2002

• EPA Orders Mass. Power Plant to Reduce Water Withdrawals
– Providence Journal, RI, July 2002  

• Idaho Denies Water Rights Request for Power Plants
– U.S. Water News Online, August 2002

• Duke Power Warns Towns in Charlotte, N.C., Area to Cut Water Use
– The Charlotte Observer, NC, August 2002

• Company Ends Fight for Power Generator on NJ-NY Border
– The Record, NJ, September 2002

• New Mexico Utility Plans to Increase Power, Use No More Water
– Albuquerque (NM) Journal, June 2003

• Pennsylvania Nuclear Power Plant to Use Wastewater from Coal Mines
– The Philadelphia Inquirer, July 2003

• Utilities Warn of Power Crunch if Flows Are Cut
– Greenwire, July 2003

Competition For Water Limits Supply for Power

Source: Mike Hightower Sandia National Lab NREL Wind Water Prospects Meeting, November 15 2004 http://www.nrel.gov/wind_meetings/wind_water/ppt/hightower.ppt



Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Irrigation

Source:  USDA Economic Research Service "Western Irrigation“
http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/WesternIrrigation/ShowTables.asp?tabList=4#flag

Energy Types for Irrigation 
(Western States Only)

Electric, 70%

LP or Natural 
Gas, 20%

Diesel, 10%
Gasoline, 0%

Source: USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service 1997 Census of Agriculture Table 17 
http://www.nass.usda.gov/census/census97/fris/tbl17.pdf

Energy Types for Irrigation 
(Arkansas)

LP or Natural 
Gas, 10%

Diesel, 56%

Gasoline, 1%

Electric, 34%

$22/acre

$36/acre

$17/acre



Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Irrigation

Wind Resource v Irrigation Needs
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Source: R. Nolan Clark USDA Agricultural Research Service NREL Wind Water Prospects Meeting, November 15 2004 
http://www.nrel.gov/wind_meetings/wind_water/ppt/clark.ppt



Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Public Supply
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Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Public Supply

Renewable Energy Powered Water Treatment
Challenges 

• Variable loads (solar and wind)
• Location of resource
• Hybrid systems
• Thermoelectric plants and desalination plants 

co-location have intake water advantages
• Large scale seawater desalination still in its 

infancy in U.S.
Opportunities
• Hull, Massachusettes (wind)
• Texas Tech University (wind)
• Imperial Valley (geothermal)

Source: www.hullwind.org



Energy-Water and the Role of Renewables

Public Supply

Federal Research
• Bureau of Reclamation FY04 research project - U of Hawaii
• Tularosa Basin Facility 

- Desalination of brackish groundwater
- Concentrate management 
- Renewable energy sources for desalination
- Public information and education



Argument
– Water is a limited resource
– Sustainable withdrawal of freshwater is a 

national issue
– Energy and water and inextricably linked
– Science and Technology can help resolve 

challenges at the energy-water nexus
– Action is needed now

Responsibility
– Many federal agencies are involved 

currently, but none are tasked with:
• Water related impacts on energy 
• Water used by energy production
• Energy used by water systems

Roadmap

Federal Legislation

DOE Lab Group



DOE Wind Program

GE component design for 
wind-desalination

Special Energy Projects 
solicitation

Texas Tech University 
wind-desalination project

Situation analysis of 6 
wind-water opportunities
(see www.nrel.gov/wind_meetings/wind_water/)

NREL energy-water group 
(first meeting: Feb, ‘05)

White Paper on municipal 
water use and prospects 
for wind energy

Technology 
Application

Technology
Development



Research Needs

Technology
Development

Matching energy resource with need

Technology 
Application

Water treatment and movement

Examples:
Treating produced water with mobile wind turbines

Offsetting natural gas or diesel fuel for irrigation with wind or solar
Using wind to desalinate water in offshore or inland applications

Using geopressure resources to directly desalinate water



Briefing for SWRR

Great Lakes Restoration
A Regional Collaboration

Superior

Michigan

Huron

Erie

Ontario
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Agenda

Great Lakes Resources
Priorities of Governors
Executive Order

Interagency Task Force

Regional Collaboration
Sustainable Development
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Great Lakes Resources

Great Lakes cover 94,000 square miles and 
drain area about twice that size

Basin includes all or parts of eight states and 
two Canadian provinces

Population of 35 million (U.S. and Canada)
Contain about 9 quadrillion gallons of water, or 

18 percent of the world’s freshwater supply
Coastline of 10,000 miles





Great Lakes Priorities

In a January 2001 letter to the 
Governors of the eight Great Lakes 
states, Members of Congress asked the 
states to define their priorities for the 
Great Lakes

In October 2003, the Governors 
outlined their nine priorities for the 
Restoration of the Great Lakes



Governors’ Priorities 
for the Great Lakes

• sustainable water 
use and management

• human health 
(fishable, swimable, 
drinkable)

• non-point/diffuse 
pollution

• toxic contaminants

• invasive species

• fish and wildlife 
habitat/coastal 
wetlands

• restoring beneficial 
uses at Areas of 
Concern

• information and data 
management

• sustainable economic 
development 



Water Management
Great Lakes are drinking water source to 40 

million residents in U.S. and Canada
Water levels and flows partially regulated by 

Boards of International Joint Commission 
(IJC) 

Diversion of Great Lakes water is a lighting 
rod issue in Basin

Governors and Premiers have initiated 
process (Annex 2001) to develop binding 
framework to regulate water withdrawals and 
diversions  



Human Health

Untreated waste from combined sewer 
systems causes loadings of pollutants and 
fecal contamination,  forcing beach closings 

In some urban areas of Great Lakes 
beaches are closed up to half the Summer

Number one issue to Great Lakes mayors, 
who have become major political force under 
leadership of Mayor Daley



Soil erosion is causing loss of valuable 
farmland and increased sediment 
accumulation in navigation channels

Nonpoint sources of pollution (urban and 
rural) are limiting ecosystem restoration 
progress

Diffuse Pollution



Water quality has been severely degraded 
by pollution from industrial and municipal 
discharges, as well as agricultural and non-
point sources

Persistent, toxic and bioaccumulative
contaminants continue to be discharged from 
air deposition and sediment loadings

Toxic Contaminants



Invasive Species

• Sea lamprey, round goby, zebra mussels, 
and others are impacting the Great Lakes 
ecosystem, sports fishery, and water supplies



Aquatic Habitat

Biological resources of the Great Lakes 
have been stressed by pollution and 
development in coastal areas

Great Lakes fishery has been highly altered 
by introduction of non-native species, both 
intentionally and unintentionally

Joint Strategic Plan for Great Lakes 
Fisheries developed by binational Great 
Lakes Fishery Commission in partnership 
with states, provinces and tribes



Restore Beneficial UsesRestore Beneficial Uses

43 Areas of Concern (AOC) designated by 
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement due to 
impairments to beneficial use of Lakes

U.S. has not delisted any of its 31 AOCs to 
date

Contaminated sediments contain a legacy 
of pollution that is limiting restoration at 
most AOCs 



Data Management

Management of water resources within large 
watershed to balance needs of diverse users, 
including navigation, hydropower, recreation, 
riparian, and ecological interests 

Information on system being collected by two 
countries, eights states, two provinces, and 
numerous tribal agencies 



Sustainable Development

Navigation infrastructure is 50-100 years 
old, in need of rehabilitation and not 
configured for modern transportation modes

Recreation has become a major industry in 
region, representing $20-30B annually

Urban sprawl and related land use are 
straining infrastructure for transportation, 
water supply, and wastewater
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Signed by President in May 2004
Defines Federal policy to support local and 

regional efforts to restore and protect the 
Great Lakes ecosystem, acting through a 
regional collaboration 

Creates Great Lakes Interagency Task 
Force

Annual report to President on progress 
and recommendations

Executive Order 13340
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Interagency Task Force

Nine cabinet level agencies 
Chaired by EPA Administrator 
Partner with states, tribes and local 

governments to establish regional 
collaboration

Ensure that Federal programs are 
effective, coordinated and environmentally 
sound

Regional Working Group
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Framework document signed by agency 
heads, governors, mayors and tribal leaders 
in ceremony on 2 Dec 04

Develop strategic plan for Great Lakes 
protection and restoration within one year

Adopt restoration priorities defined by 
governors and mayors

Teams established for each priority issue

Regional Collaboration
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Sustainable Development Strategy Team 
developing recommendations for six 
categories of resource use

Land use and development
Industrial activities
Agriculture and forestry
Recreation and tourism
Water infrastructure
Transportation

Regional Collaboration
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Research is an overarching issue that each 
Team is to address

SWRR discussion will be used by 
Sustainable Development Team

Regional Collaboration



Questions?
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